Games and Comics convention
13 – 15 july 2012
Jabula Rec. Centre, Sandringham, Joburg

The end is nigh...
sponsored
by
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Greetings from the people whose
fault ICON is!
21 years ago, as a group of friends left a dissatisfying Con they swore they could do a better job! And they did! Here are
some reminiscences from the people who started the madness...
In days of yore, in the beginning, before the interweb malarkey,
getting gamers together meant much photocopying of flyers and
pleading with bearded shop owners to put these dubious-looking
booklets on their counters. Thanks to Caxton and The Star for
inadvertently sponsoring the late-night printing of these, by the
way. We bought the cheapest rolls and grim tubes of “meat”
and partially warmed them in the hope that those delirious
with hunger might buy them. Friends and relatives were invited,
coerced and threatened, and art and modules were created (and
really, thanks again to the newspaper groups whose profits may
have dipped around this time).
Tables were hoisted, miniatures hurriedly painted at the last
minute, and we waited, hot dogs slowly disintegrating into a
pink stew.

of you for keeping ICON alive! To celebrate, you should all have
a game of 3-man. Grant will show you how it’s done! Cheers!
So sayeth Wendy Moore née Skliros

I remember that fatal moment where we were coming out of
a con, hung over and still wearing our fancy dress outfits from
Wendy’s 21st and we looked at each other and said “we could
do better than that...” and so began the nightmare...
No, it was really cool; I have fond memories of weird but
strangely attractive girls in holey stockings and creepy men with
too much facial hair... oh wait, that was Grant!
So sayeth Ray Moore

And you came.
Well, maybe not you personally, as you were probably three at
the time, but a proto-you, wearing a black t shirt and clutching a
bag of dice. Or perhaps you were there – for there were gamers
from around the country. Dozens of them! Though not the first
games convention in South Africa, it was – and is – the best. No,
I am not biased.
Icon, later GenCon, then Icon or GenCon, then Icon, was born.
Thanks for coming.
Sorry about the hot dogs.

I can definitely grunt out for Icon. How about this: “Organising
the first Icon was like going into a dungeon containing both a
feared beholder and a much-desired ring of three wishes and
finding both at the same time.”
I guess the modern generation of role players will have no idea
what I’m talking about. Maybe I should say “Organising the first
Icon felt like a Zerg rush before there were Zerg.”
Have a fabulous 21st Icon!
So sayeth William Mee

So sayeth Martin Frain

21 years ago a motley group of friends decided to run a gaming
convention. No, that’s wrong. Actually, they were all very
sophisticated and good looking but even so, it was in a time
before there was such a thing as a downloadable character
sheet. Before there was such a word as ‘downloadable’. Most
of you whipper-snappers are probably young enough to call
me Mom (except you, Grant) and I’m still gaming, playing Magic
and painting miniatures. Ray & I have indoctrinated the next
generation (our kids and some others in the neighborhood, as
well as the kids in my school library. I’m not your average school
librarian). It’s awesome that ICON is the same age I was when
we first decided to start running it. Congratulations to every one

21 years ago... that makes me feel ancient. Yes, it’s true - we
did go to a lousy* con and we did think we could do it better.
How we suffered for our arrogance! We really had no idea what
we were taking on, but somehow pulled it together at the last
minute - and then foolishly did it again, and again. The triumph of
optimism over experience, I think it’s called. I’m impressed that
Grant has kept things together for Icon to reach its 21st year.
Please buy him a drink when you see him. He deserves it. Hope
you’ll be there - I will!
* With the benefit of hindsight, it was probably fantastic. We were a
particularly nit-picking bunch.
So sayeth Lynnsey Schnieder née Skliros

The next year they sucked in even more people... The current Tea-boy is unsure as to whether he should thank them or
curse them...
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The details
WHEN AND WHERE

THE FOOD SIDE OF THINGS

13 – 15 July 2012
Jabula Recreation Centre, Athlone Avenue, Sandringham
Doors open at 09:00(ish)
A registration table will be available outside beforehand!
Door entry: R20 per day
R40 for the weekend
Contact Grant Charlton
cell: 082 823 7199
Email:
gracrom@icon.co.za Web: www.rpg.co.za

The ‘feeder of the poor and misunderstood’, AKA Shelly
Joseph-Dixon, will be back, once again, in the ICON kitchen,
shouting at the committee to eat proper food and making
certain that the masses are fed with healthy, hearty fare and not
just dodgy hot dogs and salad rolls. (Yes, yes, we will still have
the dodgy hot dogs and salad rolls!)

THANKS WHERE THANKS ARE DUE
ICON Committee: Grant Charlton, Grant Dixon, Richard van
den Heever, Savvas Themistocleouis, Ryan ‘Vapour’ Niksch,
Marie Wessels
Sacrificial lambs (ICON Volunteers): Shelly Dixon, Naas Botha,
Deric Knox, Rudi Booysens, Maurice and Nicky Prout, Michael
Reynolds and Anya Den Teuling.
ICON Brochure: Robyn Saul
ICON Artwork: Sin Bin (Cynthia Brown)
Comic relief: Vittorio Leonardi
The module and LARP writers
The Warmachine, Warhammer and 40K crew.
The Magic Judges.
A.I. Fest for the Anime screening and Cos-play competition.
Legion Ink for the fan-art competition.
The Anime Maids.
Mayhem Crew for sponsoring tables and carrying gaming boards
Skycastle Games, Boardgames SA and Gamers Quest for Board
Gaming events.
The Yu-Gi-Oh and Pokémon organisers.
And many we may have inadvertently forgotten.

EXHIBITORS
Board Games SA; Extreme Wargaming; Reigning Red;
Cosmic Comics; Earth Majik; Azanicomics; Blox Universe;
Skycastle Games; Hand-made Ears (Sin Bin); The Underground;
Legion Ink; Animeworx (AWX); Blades and Stitches;
Core Gaming Systems; Mad Badger Badges;
Wizards Books and Games; Nemesis RPG; Outer Limits;
Zed Bee’s Comic Universe; Anime Infection; Tales of Teana

Daily soups and stews will be availible to help fight the
winter cold. The fan favourites, Mac & Cheese and Spaghetti
Bolognaise, will no doubt make an appearance.
ICON Mugs for free coffee will, as always, be availible for the
right number of gold coins! (Limited to 450 this year. Buy early!)
Limited food will be availible in the evenings up to 7pm.
For those of you staying for LARPs and the Comedy Mayhem
email gracrom@icon.co.za to ensure you are taken care of!

ICON SUNDAY DINNER
Yes, we will be having the normal after prize-giving dinner. And
no-one expects the Mexican Inquisition!
We might even have Chinese for old times’ sake! :)
Three courses and a cash bar should make most of you happy!
We have been promised much better sound this year!
Suggestions and recipes can be sent to gracrom@icon.co.za and
will be suitably dealt with!

LORY PARK COLLECTIONS
For the last two years we have raised money for the Lory Park
Zoo. In 2011 we raised enough to sponsor the white lion pair
and the jaguar pair (R4 800.00). With your help, we will raise
even more this year! In addition, the zoo needs many items you
may have lying around the house. Please have a look at the zoo’s
website for the donations list: www.lorypark.co.za

SECONDHAND BOARD GAMES!
On Wednesday,18 July there is an initiative for Mandela Day at
Nelson Mandela Square. It is ‘spend 67 minutes of your time
teaching a child to play a board game’. Apart from needing
people to teach, they need board games! Please bring any games
you no longer play to ICON and we will see to it that they reach
the right parties! Remember, you can’t teach someone to play if
the game doesn’t have all its pieces...

DISCLAIMER
ICON recognises the status of all copyrights, trademarks, product names and registered trademarks. The use of the aforementioned within
this publication should not be construed as a challenge to such status, but rather a promotion of the products in question. All articles,
photographs and artwork remain the property of their respective owners.

schedule
Date &
Time

Roleplaying &
LARPs

Friday, 13 July 2012

09:30
10:00

13:00
14:00

1A

Star Munchkin Noir

1B

On the road again

2A

Saturday, 14 July 2012
Sunday, 15 July 2012

18:00
19:30

5

The Search for
[FileNotFound]
WAAAAAAAGGGGGHHHHH!!!!!!

Iron Man Event
Demo games
M13 Sealed and Booster
Painting demo’s
Events
Friendly play
Side events as requested

A weekend of Anime!
SkyCon gaming
Yu-Gi-Oh!
Pokemon TCG
Gamer’s Quest Competitions’

Events continue

Events continue

Events continue
SkyCon Gaming all day

Perfect Strangers

3B

Prala De Nata

3C

Asylum at Pirate’s Cove

Blowfish Invitational FNM
Registration

4A

Competitive:
Hard Rock Hallelujah

4B

Competitive:
The Price of Betrayal

4C

Competitive: Part 1:
The Edge of Heaven

Warhammer Fantasy
Iron Man Event
Warhammer 40K
Standard
Warmachine/
Hordes
EDH Multi-player
Side events as requested Painting competition
– entries accepted

A weekend of Anime!
Settlers of Catan
competition
L5R Tournament and side
events
COSPLAY and ICON
costume competition

Lunch
5A

Competitive:
The Force is Strong with
this Nun

5B

Competitive:
Into the Fortress of
Despair

5C

Competitive: Part II:
On Hostile Waters

19:30
09:30
10:00

13:00
14:00

Other

Lunch

19:00 3A

13:00
14:00

Wargaming

Registration

2B

09:30
10:00

Magic

Competitions
continue

Events continue

Events continue
SkyCon Gaming all day

ICON COMEDY AWESOMENESS!
Registration
6A

Competitive:
Legend of the Win-Win
– The Great Rescue

6B

Competitive:
Feeding Frenzy

6C

Competitive: Part III:
Defenders of Nesting
Swallow

Iron Man Event
M13 2HG Sealed Deck
Vintage
Side events as requested

Warhammer
Fantasy
Warhammer 40K
Warmachine/
Hordes

A weekend of Anime!
SkyCon gaming
Settlers of Catan
competition
L5R Tournament and side
events

Lunch
7A

Repeats of requested
past modules

Events continue

Competitions
continue

Prize-giving
ICON Dinner

Events continue
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card-gaming
10:00 M13 2HG, Sealed Deck Event, 8 Boosters per team
13:00 Vintage
Side Events
ALL PUBLISHED TIMES ARE STARTING TIMES.
REGISTRATION OPENS 9am EACH DAY!

OUTER LIMITS IRON MAN CHAMPIONSHIP
Iron Man is back with a fantastic floating trophy and the prestige
of the first of the Redux SA Magic Iron Man Championships!
Here is how it works. Over the course of the weekend you will
have the opportunity to participate in a full suite of competitive
Magic Events and start building up Iron Man Points on our
leader-board. At the end of each day we will post the standings
of our top ten participants, and at the end of the weekend the
toughest, smartest and most prepared player – the one with the
most points – will be declared the 2012 Iron Man Champion!

We will be having side events throughout the weekend. Events
include; M13 Booster draft and sealed deck, Standard, Modern,
pauper of all types, EDH and anything else you are keen to play.
Bring your cards, find another 7 players and we will sanction
anything legal! And give you prizes!
All cost will be based on retail price of magic boosters at the
time! Booster prizes for all tournaments, based on entry costs
which will be published on the day.
All prize support over the weekend sponsored by Blowfish
Entertainment.

How you earn your points:
1st : 25 points

5th : 10 points

8th : 4 points

2nd : 18 points

6th : 8 points

9th : 2 points

3rd : 15 points

7th : 6 points

10th : 1 point

4th : 12 points
IRON Man Events - One will be sanctioned as a GPT
• The Magic: The Gathering Tournament Rules and Magic: The
Gathering Infraction Procedure Guide are in effect for this event.
• Players must bring pen, paper, card sleeves and appropriate
counters.
• Deck lists will be used.
Friday:

10:30

Saturday: 10:30
12:00
Sunday: 10:30

Modern
M13 Release Event, Sealed Deck, 6 boosters
Legacy
Standard

ICON WEEKEND OF MAGIC
For those not taking part in, or dropping out of, the IRON MAN
EVENTS.

Coming off the back of a successful Kotei I would like to invite
you (old and new L5R players) to another tournament. The
tournament will be played over 2 days with the Swiss rounds
(elimination rounds for those that don’t speak CCG) on
Saturday,14 July and the top cut battling it away on Sunday,15 July.
We will be playing constructed in the main event and will be
having side events (yes, maybe a War of Honour game) for
those not wanting to play in the main event, or those not
finishing high enough to qualify for the top cut on Sunday.
The cost of the event will be R100 and in the traditional L5R
style, there will be attendance support. Your R100 will enable
you to play in the main event as well as any side event that does
not include starters or boosters to play (i.e. Sealed and Draft).
If you have any questions about the event or other L5R related
questions, email L5R.RSA@gmail.com

Friday
10:30 M13 Release Event, Sealed Deck, 6 boosters
13:00 Pauper Standard (Commons only standard)
19:00 Blowfish Invitational FNM
Saturday
11:00 Standard
12:00 EDH Multi-player casual event. Bring your EDH Deck and
play in as many EDH as you can. Try out that cool general
you have been itching to play all year.
Sunday
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Pokémon tournaments will
be run on Friday, 13 July
only. We just have no official
space on Saturday and
Sunday!

Yu-Gi-Oh! tournaments will
be held on Friday, 13 July
only. We just have no official
space on Saturday and
Sunday!

Contact: Bruce Webb
[bwebb@core.co.za]

Contact Dayne Darier
[daynedarier@yahoo.com]

Role-playing
FRIDAY
Slot 1a: Star Munchkin Noir
By David Braude and Avri Spilka

Slot 2a: The Search for
[FileNotFound]

This week on: Survivor Big Brother, Mars, Season 5, Live on UTV!

By Les Longman

With the imminent countdown to the tribal council, only one
of the contestants can safeguard their passage! This week’s
immunity challenge is unlike any in pre-recorded history! A notto-be-missed episode of the universal hit reality TV show!

A momentous task has fallen to you as elite BLUE IntSec
Troopers. You have been especially selected to enter the
highly secret TROFF Zone and find the elusive object known
as [FileNotFound]. Friend Computer is counting on you, and
who knows what dire fate may befall Alpha Complex if you fail
(not that you will fail, of course. Suggesting that you may fail is
treason. Treason is punishable by summary execution).

Remember the house rules:
1) Has been lost in the annals of time
2) Do not mess with the equipment
3) There is no rule number 3
4) No contacting the outside world
5) Always listen to Big Brother
6) No summoning Cthulhu
7) No reproducing on set
8) No leaving until voted off
9) No terminating the competition
10) Knowledge of this rule is in violation of the Computer’s
wishes

Slot 2b:
WAAAAAAAGGGGGHHHHH!!!!!!!

Failure to abide by house rules will result in immediate
disqualification and summary execution by Ravenous Bug-blatter
Beast of Traal.

We’s gonna make us a roightpropa
WAAAAAAAAGGGGHHH!!!!

Six contestants left. One ultimate prize!

System: Dark Heresy
Number of Players: 6

System: Paranoia: IntSec
Number of Troopers: 6

By Chris Keulder
OI! All yous lazy slugfinks! Git o’er ‘ere naow. Da boss wans us
ta go loot’n and blow’nstufs up. Humy’s on datrokhazsomefin da
boss wans. Da avaboyz from da Goffs wannagit our loot, bu’ dey
a bunch a slimy grots. Dey not dun nuffinlyk us.

Dominion over all the people of Zardos! The release of all their
family members from the spice mines of Kessel! A two, yes,
two, nights all expenses paid weekend getaway to the Transdimensional Spa planet of Revlon!!! Tune in later!
System: Star Munchkin (modified D20)
Number of Players: 6

Slot 1b: On the road again
By Tiaan Hattingh
The apocalypse is here and you’re still standing. Well... technically
you’re truckin’! You were born to truck and if God has mercy
on your soul you’ll die truckin’ too. Not that dying seems to be a
problem nowadays; it’s the stayin’ dead that’s the worry.
You got some friends together and now it’s just you, your pals
and Ol’ Bess hittin’ the road. Who knows, you might just find a
place to take shelter from the horde…
System: All Flesh Must Be Eaten
Number of Players: 6

A Note for Role-players
The role-playing has three scored slots: 4, 5 and 6. Players and GMs
must participate in a minimum of two games in order to qualify
for the competition, but if you play in all three you will recieve the

advantage of the best two scores. Teams, for the team competition,
must consist of six players and a GM. We encourage you to enter,
as our reigning winners, Tits ‘n Arse, are asking for a spanking.
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Role-playing
Saturday
Slot 4a: Hard Rock Hallelujah
By Peregrine Dace
Heaven has gospel, Hell has the blues but humans went one
better. Humans gave the cosmos Rock and Roll.

Slot 5a: The Force is Strong with
this Nun
By Les Longman

System: Angel
Number of Players: 6

You have been hired by Lucas Film to investigate the cult known
as the Most Holy Order of the Brides of Saint Luke Skywalker
with the aim of shutting them down. After some time on the
cult’s fringes, you will be taken to an initiation ritual tonight. This
should give you what you need, and even if something goes
wrong, you are experienced investigators. It can’t be anything
you can’t handle, can it?

Slot 4b: The Price of Betrayal

System: Call of Cthulhu
Number of Players: 6

Rock and Roll freed you, fed you, and made you whole. Time
to give something back, time to give them a show they’ll never
forget. If you can make it to the gig, that is.

By Russell Goldman and Angela Wheatley
After an extensive investigation, the Inquisition has uncovered
a Traitor amongst the ranks of the vaunted Adeptus Astartes.
This Traitor Marine is in possession of vital tactical information
outlining a number of major offensives to be launched by the
Imperial Crusade in the Jericho reach, so it is imperative the
traitor is apprehended before he can relay the information to the
forces of Chaos.
Unfortunately, the Traitor’s vessel was last sighted entering orbit
around the War World Helicon, where the Imperium is fighting
a hard battle against renegade guardsmen, cultists and isolated
units of Chaos Marines. Thus is has been decided that the only
viable solution is to send Deathwatch Kill-Team Capitus in after
this vile heretic, their mission: to apprehend him before he can
activate a Warp Gate located behind enemy lines on the Great
Northern Escarpment.
System: Deathwatch
Number of Players: 6 players

Slot 4c: The Quest for Perfection –
Part I: The Edge of Heaven
A Pathfinder Society Scenario designed for Levels 1–5.
In the distant land of Tian Xia, the Pathfinder Society’s Lantern
Lodge sends a team of agents high into the mountains of the
Wall of Heaven to an abandoned Iroran monastery in search of
a powerful relic to assist them in ensure victory in the upcoming
Ruby Phoenix Tournament. Though the monastery has long
lain unused by the faithful of the Master of Masters, it is not
completely devoid of danger, and the PCs soon discover that
merely retrieving the ancient artefact is but the beginning of a
much larger quest.
System: Pathfinder Society Scenario #3-09:
Number of Players: 6

Slot 5b: Into the Fortress of
Despair
By Russell Goldman and Angela Wheatley
Just as a lasting peace has finally been established between
the nations of Eberron, the land is once again placed under
threat. This time, the threat originates from the vile Count
Orwick Von Kalkstein – a mad, magical genius who claims
to have developed Eberron’s first true “Weapon of Mass
Destruction”, the ominous “De-Assembler Array”. Initially
the world’s leaders scoffed at Count Orwick’s claims and
ignored his posturing and threats but, after a display of the DeAssembler’s terrifying power, they have no choice but to take
him very seriously indeed.
Now, Count Orwick holds the nations of the world to ransom
from the impregnable vastness of his island-Fortress of
Despair and the world’s last hope rests on the shoulders of the
Improbables – the elite team of mercenaries and freelancers in
the wake of the Starfire Airship Hostage Drama that had rocked
Sharn five years earlier. Once again, only Ashe, Ripley, Alice,
Snake Pleskyn, Jonah McLane and Kasey Ribback can save the day!
System: D&D 3.5 Eberron
Number of Players: 6

Slot 5c : The Quest for Perfection
– Part II: On Hostile Waters
A Pathfinder Society Scenario designed for Levels 1–5.
With an ancient Iroran relic in hand, the Pathfinders must make
a long river voyage to the inland nation of Shokuro to return
it to the only person who can reactivate the long-dormant
artefact. Whether dangers take the form of goblinoid menaces
on the shores of Kaoling to the north or the powerful armies of
Lingshen to the south, the Pathfinders’ journey will be anything
but a pleasure cruise. Can the PCs survive hostile waters to
safely reach their destination, or will they fall victim to the perils
of river travel in Tian Xia?
System: Pathfinder Society Scenario #3-11		
Number of Players: 6
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Role-playing
SUNDAY
Slot 6a: Legend of the Win-Win –
The Great Rescue

Slot 6b: Feeding Frenzy

By Naas Botha

For centuries the bravest of your nation’s warriors have entered
the Caves of Frenzy to hold back the evil demons that lurk
within. Though none have ever returned, alive, dead or benekyr,
still the brave enter, that Estavia may be preserved. Now it is
your turn, and you shoulder the burden bravely. Will you survive
and return, or will your names join the list of the honoured
dead?

The Splatbang was tested successfully! Joy, Honour and Glory to
the Great Warchief! Win-Win flew over the Big-big Rock, yes
most of the other snotlings hit the Big-big rock, but he flew over
it! Finally you were safe from all the testing of the splatbang, and
the goblins left you to your own devices, you could breathe a
little easier, and sit in the mud pools drinking beetle juice.
That is until OneeyeGreeble and his goblin engineers grabbed
you again. Seems they needed to know how far Win-Win flew.
They stuck you into the splatbang and cranked it all the way back
like they did with the one that they shot Win-Win from. A loud
crack resounded across the war camp as the thing shattered
apart and you went flying, three of your friends left yellow green
stains on the Big-big rock but you and six others flew over it. Joy!
Bong, your wise leader found that he could use his ears for
gliding, and the rest of you followed his wise example. In the
distance you saw a small village and decided to head that way.
You would have made it too, if it was not for that Big bird thing
that attacked you; poor Weevil Bong kicked him into the bird
giving you and the rest time to glide down into the woods. You
did not like him in any case so no loss there.
Now it is up to you and the rest to get Win-Win and get back
over the Big-big Rock to the War camp… or just go back home
after you get Win-Win
System: D&D 3.5
Number of Players: 6 players

By Les Longman

System: Call of Cthulhu (Tweaked)
Number of Players: 6 players

Slot 6c: The Quest for Perfection
– Part III: Defenders of Nesting
Swallow
A Pathfinder Society Scenario designed for Levels 1–5.
As the Pathfinders approach the village of Nesting Swallow in
the Tian nation of Shokuro, they find it besieged by a gang of
tengu bandits. Before their contact in the village will aid them in
restoring the Iroran relic that brought them hundreds of miles
to the isolated town, the PCs must repulse the attackers, using
every ounce of tactical mettle and military strategy they possess
to train the villagers, augment their defences, and ultimately face
off against the bandits’ charge.
System: Pathfinder Society Scenario #3-13
Number of Players: 6 players

COSTUME COMPETITION
Our theme this year is Raiders of the Last ICON. The Mayan Calendar runs out this December and thus the world
ends... Come to ICON and explore the world of Indiana Jones and Tomb Raider or dress up as a Mayan High Priest/
Priestess – if the cold doesn’t bother you! Leather hats and whips will no doubt abound! And it’s not too early to
announce our theme for 2013 – ‘The UNDEAD ICON’, for that’s what we will be if we survive the End of the World!
A separate cos-play event is being organised by A.I. Fest (see their full page advert on page 6) but all costumed folk
are eligible! Secret mystery sponsors will be donating prizes! :)
All entries into the costume competition will be eligible for a vote from your peers! (Themed or not.) Present
yourself and your costume at our ICON stall for registration and then make sure one, or several, of our wandering
photographers captures you in your finest. Pictures taken on the Saturday will be on display at the ICON stall for
all and sundry to vote on. Make sure your friends know! The final tally and decision will be made by the ICON
committee and the results announced at the ICON prize-giving!
See you there!
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Welcome to
Pathfinder Society
Organised Play!
On Golarion, the world of the Pathfinder Roleplaying Game, the
Pathfinder Society is an organization of explorers, vagabonds,
sages, and treasure hunters determined to plumb the depths of
the darkest tombs, and collect relics and lore from bygone ages.
Every member shares one common dream: to contribute to the
Pathfinder Chronicles, printed editions of secret lore coveted by
the Society wherein only the most impressive finds and bravest
exploits of the Pathfinders are immortalized.
Pathfinders are a diverse bunch of scoundrels and wanderers.
Their loyalties lie on all shores of the Inner Sea, and beyond their
adventures as Pathfinders, they often find themselves mixed up
in the murky politics of Absalom and the nations who seek to
control the City at the Centre of the World from behind the
scenes. The campaign centres on the sprawling city of Absalom,
where factions engage in a shadow war for control of the city’s
politics and economy.
In Pathfinder Society Organized Play, you play a member of the
Pathfinder Society, seeking fortune and glory all over the face of
Golarion. At the same time, your character works for one of
the competing factions, all with their own motivations and secret
agendas.
Pathfinder Society Organized Play is a constantly evolving
mega-campaign played by thousands of players and the

adventures you experience
are shared by players
around the world. Play is
organized into Seasons,
throughout which the
actions and achievements
of you and your fellow
Pathfinders create an
ongoing storyline. Each
season consists of at least
28 Pathfinder Society
scenarios (short, 4-hour
adventures) set in a variety
of exotic locations across
Golarion.
The three modules
offered at ICON
are suitable for new
characters and while
sequential, can be played
individually. So take a
morning or afternoon and
give Pathfinder a try!
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LARPs
ur request to gracrom@icon.co.za. LARP places are
allocated on a first come, first served basis but we will try to
accommodate as many players as possible, so if you apply
to play in two LARPs in a weekend please indicate your first
choice. Once we confirm your registration and have received
payment we will email you your character sheet and background
information.
Please make sure you have your transport sorted before the
night, your times in-order and it would be nice to see you in an
appropriate costume. Most importantly, however, have fun!

Slot 3a: Perfect Strangers
By Ryno Myburgh and Abey Joubert
In 1931, Jonathan invited a number of friends to his vacation
house for a holiday during the last weekend in November. After
the guests arrived on Friday, a storm started brewing. It began
with a light breeze and by nightfall there were gale force winds
outside and the rain started pounding on the windows. Flashes
of lightning would arc across the sky and the storm didn’t seem
like it was going to give anyone a break for the next few days.
Even though they were all stranded on the island without the
ability to escape, they enjoyed the evening and had a very
enjoyable meal and after-meal lounge. Everyone retired to their
beds. At about 2:00 in the morning there was a loud yell and
everyone stormed to Jonathan’s study. They found him in his
night clothes sitting behind his desk. He was stabbed in the back
and was already dead beyond revival.
Players: 15

Slot 3b: Prala da nata
By Chris Visser and Jeanette de Beer | Houses of the Blooded
You have been invited to attend the celebration as Dara Yvarai
is presented to society following their recent Blooding as a
member of the House of the Fox. The event is to be held by
their parent, Jorja Yvarai, in their recently restored Puzzle House
in honour of the occasion.
Rumour has it that Marquess Tatjan Burghe, Blooded of the
Bear, and Marquis Ecc Ru, Blooded of the Serpent, have both
been invited, the long-standing feud between them common
knowledge. The ven have a saying regarding hospitality: Prala da
nata, or ‘don’t break the dishes’. Dishes will be broken. There
will be Blood. There is only one way this can end. Tragedy.
Houses of the Blooded: Blood & Tears is an innovative game
that puts unparalleled control in hands of the players. You
control your connections to other characters and make the
character your own.
Players: 13

Slot 3C: Asylum at Pirate’s Cove
By Annick Drewnicki and Robyn Saul

13

The Calypso wallows dangerously low in the water carrying
holds full of booty as the rising waves slop over her deck. The
crew scurries across the ship and up her masts, hurrying her
towards safe anchor. Tonight, while the storm rages outside,
there will be revelry and rum and celebration while the booty
is divvied up. And under the current of merriment the rumours
run rampant. Are the unsettling events a sign that The Calypso or
one of her crew has been cursed? Has the Captain grown tired
of the sea and who will take his place then? What will the fate
of the captive, Isabella Montgomery, be? Will the secret of the
lost treasure of the Umber Oyster finally be revealed? But most
importantly of all…. can you get your hands on the spoils that
your heart desires?
Be you the bosun, the captain, musician or carpenter, life on
a pirate vessel is filled with danger and excitement, curses and
fortune... and heaps and heaps of exotic goods and gold... it’s
time to stake your claim.
Players: 12

The Teana Swordmaster’s Tryouts
As is traditional in Arnhelm, the Duellists’ Guild is conducting their annual talent search and recruiting drive!
Do you think that you might be good enough to join
Arnhelm’s elite fighting club? R10 will earn you the right
to bear arms in the circle and don the Duellists’ Guild
pin for the duration of a best of three bout against your
friends, family or one of Arnhelm’s elite Swordmaster’s.
Come and test your mettle against the best Arnhelm has
to offer!
Battles will be conducted on the grass at the back of
the ICON hall. All battles will be fought with Teana
approved boffer weapons.
The Swordmaster’s Tryouts is brought to you by Tales of
Teana, visit our website at https://www.teana.co.za for
more details.
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Wargaming & Minatures

Basics are:
• 2 day tournament
• 1500 points
• 5th edition 40k Rules.

A comprehensive rules pack can be downloaded from www.
rpg.co.za. Or contact our faithful organiser: Adam Smith at
azimythdruchii@yahoo.co.uk.
Also people can p-mail Azimyth on the Warhammer Generals
Forum (www.warhammergenerals.co.za/forum)

• 6 games (3 on day 1 and 3 on day 2)

Entry fee will be R100.

• Open-tournament, i.e.:

Prizes for Games Workshop Events and Painting competitions
supplied through TWO PLUS DISTRIBUTION CC.

-	WYSIWYG and PAINTING is optional though will count
towards your tournament score
-	Forgeworld models and units may be used, with
permission from the organizer ahead of time
- NO units with structure or mass points
-	Counts-as is in place - i.e. you can proxy similar-style GW
models for models you do not own
-	Non-conformist missions - all the missions will be original
and designed to entertain!
-	Legal armies include the latest version of all codex’s
released up to and including Necrons
• R100 entrance fee for players to take part in the tournament
- door fees are separate.
• 1x Painting entry is OBLIGATORY for each player, this is the
model your army painting will be judged on, and this model
will also be entered into the ICON painting competition on
your behalf, for prizes :-)

50 Points (10 points of Reinforcements)
Cost: R100 entrance fee for players to play in the tournament door fees separate (though you may elect to pay those through
the tournament registration as well, and avoid the queue at the
door.)
Army List Variant: Baseline (50 pts) 2 Lists

• Sponsored prizes for gaming and as spot-prizes

Number of Rounds: 6 (3 on Sat, 3 on Sunday)

Space is limited, though we’ll make every effort to accommodate
all comers - we WILL cater for all pre-registrations as a bareminimum! Please pre-register.

Match Timing Variants: Baseline (10min)

So, pick an army, paint up a model, print out an army list and I’ll
see you there. Anyone who is interested in participating, please
contact me on my cell or email (below).

Victory Variant: Baseline

Contact: Peter van Dyk
Cell: 082-555-9611
Email: peter.vandyk@media24.com

Scenario Variants: Baseline Steamroller variants

Final Standings Variant: Baseline
- Primary Tiebreaker = Head to Head
- Strength of schedule
Bring printed Steam roller pack and your army lists along with
you. No proxies (If you have a conversion you would like to use,
bring it to me before the time or email me a picture to get the go
ahead, otherwise bring your conversion and the original in case.)
Registration: 9:15 a.m.
First Games: 10:00 a.m.
Contact Charles for pre-registration or if you have any questions
or queries.
Email: krynnc@gmail.com
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Other Events
ICON COMEDY FEST!
Please join us, once again, at 7pm for 7:30 on Saturday night, as
the Gamers’ favourite comic, Vittorio Leonardi (fresh from his
one man shows in Grahamstown), points out just how crazy/
funny Geek culture actually is!
Vic will be joined by Paul Cowan and Melt Sieberhagen, both
veterans who have braved the geek audience before. A great
way to fill up your early evening before painting JHB red.

the potential for romantic entanglement and sexual dalliances is
pretty huge.
So when sexual scenarios or characters are an issue, one of your
first ports of call is being able to communicate constructively
about it. Come and join Avri Spilka and Russell Goldman for a
fun workshop exercise and informed conversation about how to
be sex smart in gaming. Topics include:
•

 ole-playing sexual, erotic and romantic scenes (flirting,
R
marriage, hook-ups, prostitution)

•

 ole playing heterosexual/lesbian/gay/bisexual/
R
transgendered/intersexed characters

This takes up our normal LARP slot but is more family- and
significant other-friendly and will finish early enough for those
who feel the need to party on…

•

Role-playing sexually dark scenes (harassment, abuse, rape)

•

Being a GM to minors (age restrictions/appropriateness)

•

When, if and how to “fade to black”

The Sex-Smart Gamer

•

Spillover: defusing sexual tension after games

•

Negotiating and respecting personal boundaries

Admission of R 50.00 gets you a seat – if you get there early...
We were so full last year that we nearly had people standing.

Our sexuality is an intrinsic part of each of us and it’s a natural
tendency to explore it during role-playing. While, knowledge
of sexuality can certainly enrich a game, you don’t need to
have memorised the Karma Sutra to be a sexually intelligent
gamer – but you do need to feel okay talking about it to your
fellow players if/when it comes up. In the course of any game,

Venue: The Role-playing Hall (in the corner)
Time: Saturday @ 2:00 - 4:30pm; Sunday @ 2:00 - 4:30pm
Workshop by ctrl-ALT-sex positive conversations
Cell: 072 544 2348, E-zine: http://ctrlaltsexblog.wordpress.com
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Email

All payments to be made to Games Emporium
Standard Bank, Ellis Park Branch
Branch code 004605, Account no. 002088134

Payment

Electronic transfer

Bank deposits

Registration

Add payments per event together

Total payment due per event (fill in)

Multiplied by cost of event (Rands)

Number of participants (total in each column)
30

30

30

30

30

30

30

30

30

30

30

30

Asylum at Pirate’s Cove

Prala De Nata

Perfect Strangers
45

45

100 100 100

Total payment due (fill in)

45

3A 3B 3C

Warmachine
R

50

75

Please include a reference. For individual entries, use your surname and initia; for team entries, use the team name.

Please fax a copy of the deposit slip or EFT printout with the completed registration form.

Please fax all registration forms to 011 482 9999 or email gracrom@icon.co.za. Closing date for pre-registration is 12 July 2012.

30

1A 1B 2A 2B 4A 4B 4C 5A 5B 5C 6A 6B 6C

Surname

15TH

First name

14TH

13TH

• P	You want to play in the event
• G	You want to games master (GM) the event
• X	You are willing to either play or GM

Enter one of the following in the appropriate box for each event you
want to participate in:

Players

Team Name

Email

Telephone

Contact person

Fantasy

larps

Tickets required

Roleplaying

warhammer
40K

COMEDY
dinner
Tickets required

team details (Fill in only if a team)
extra
stuff

50

Bottomless Coffee Mug

REGISTRATION FORM

90

T-Shirt – indicate size
(S,M,L,XL,XXL,XXXL)

www.skycastlegames.co.za

info@skycastlegames.co.za

Presents:

SKYCON 2012
(the con within a con)

OVER ICON 2012 YOU'LL EXPERIENCE ONE (or more) OF
THE FOLLOWING EVERY HOUR:
TOURNAMENTS:
Heroclix
Thunderstone
& more...

GAME LAUNCHES & DEMOS:
Quarriors
Merchants & Marauders
Heroclix: Batman Dark Knight Rises
Heroclix: Marvel Chaos War
& more...

SNEAK PLAYABLE PREVIEWS OF DESCENT 2ND EDITION!!!!
(Courtesy of Fantasy Flight Games)

SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENTS & DEALS!!!
LOTS OF GIVE AWAYS!!!
RAIDERS OF THE LAST ICON COMPETITION:

COLLECT SKYCASTLE RELICS & WIN A R1000 VOUCHER!!!
HOW TO COLLECT SKYCASTLE RELICS:
1 RELIC FOR EACH GAME/ HEROCLIX BOOSTER BOUGHT @ OUTER LIMITS
5 RELICS FOR EACH OF OUR FEATURED GAMES BOUGHT/ PRE-ORDERED
3 RELICS FOR EACH OF OUR FEATURED GAMES PLAYED
3 RELICS FOR EACH OF OUR TOURNAMENTS ENTERED
RANDOM RELICS HANDED OUT & SPECIAL PROMOS @ SKYCASTLE'S STAND

THE MORE RELICS YOU HAVE THE BETTER YOUR CHANCE TO WIN!!!

